
copal f loods my destinies 
 
three bodies belong to one soul 
as the spirit of the balance of the night's 
equations pulse past the adornment 
cycle of the swings. if the face  
connects the throngs of the personhood 
traumas, as the above temperature means 
what the source of the bodies becomes 
to be multiple and precede the absolute 
life sentence report       or the radio market 
displayed by the flight of the flea, our 
single mouth does not receive the moat 
through the fast freezing origins. the aliens 
are maladaptive nets of the cosmos 
where the eleven dimensions are the trust 
by the signaling mark of the scribes. we 
are not the only receivers as someone 
deletes the approach of the rain 
as the season of the saloma paste receives 
its negative categories. but the mediators  
do not see that the number 4 is night,  
and the jaguar arrangement by the crowns 
does not install the sleep of the earth 
within motion. if all those worlds were one, 
and they are, the next ten dimensions also  
will mark by the spark of the language  
of breezes and the deep summer and the vast  
winter in a single hour. those procedure people  
project that the letters are solid by 
the calculations of wholeness... which never 
amount to the sky or the earth and fall 
to the promises of the twigs. let that  
amusement settle in the courage of the sloth.... 
and see that the monkeys know that i am their 
community, and that the other worlds 
have settled behind me to return 
the acceptances to the filters of a single 



body, to play each note in the multiple 
fallible barrier that the Ocean must 
propagate to the twos and the twins 
of the action cellars that will not protect us. 
but know that the organs are there in the other 
hives and that the services of their pleasures 
do not return to the slotted numerical minds. si, estoy 
lleno de todo y pienso el interior de las piedras. yo sigo asi	


